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Background: 
Shih-hui Chen is a composer who was born in Taiwan in 1962. Having finished her bachelor’s degree at 
the National Taiwan University of Arts, she arrived in the United States in 1982 to pursue her master’s 
and doctoral degrees at North Illinois University and Boston University, respectively. Having earlier 
garnered numerous awards for her works, Shih-hui furthered her studies in composing contemporary 
Western music. However, in 2010 she received a two-year Fulbright Senior Scholar Fellowship in 
Taiwan. This experience led her to seek her cultural and musical roots, and to bring Taiwan’s unique 
nanguan1 music to the rest of the world. Her subsequent compositions incorporated elements of the 
indigenous sound. This music was performed in concerts and also featured in documentary films, 
bringing her more awards and invitations to perform around the world. 

Shih-hui currently teaches Composition at the Shepherd School of Music at Rice University. She is 
actively involved in the local community. Shih-hui is married to Kurt Stallman, also a professor of 
composer at the Shepherd School. They have one daughter. 

Setting: 
The interview was conducted in Shih-hui Chen’s office at the Shepherd’s School of Music of Rice 
University. 

Key: 
SC: Shih-Hui Chen 
TS: Tiffany Sloan 
MN: Mary Claire Neal 
—: speech cuts off; abrupt stop 
…: speech trails off, pause 
Italics: emphasis 
[Brackets]: Actions [laughs, sighs, etc.] 
(?): Unclear word or phrase 

1 “Southern Pipe”, in Chinese. Nanguan, is a style of Chinese classical music originated from the southern province Fujian since the Tang 
dynasty, also popular in Taiwan. A nanguan ensemble typically consists of five instruments— Xiao, Paiban, Erxian, Sanxian, and Pipa. 



   

   

                  
            

      

                    
           

                 

     

                    
                      

                    
   

                  
                   

                    
                   

                   
                  

                     
                  

                 
                   

                    
                   

                
                

               
                  

                 
              

                     
                      

                  
               

                   
                

                  
                 

                  

Interview Transcript: 

TS: Okay. Hello, today is June 24th, 2019. And we’re in the Shepherd School of Music in Professor 
Chen’s office, here to interview her. Um, I’m Tiffany Sloan. 

MN: I’m Mary Claire Neal. 

TS: And this is um Shih-Hui Chen. Yes. And so um, Professor Chen could you please just kind of start 
talking to us about your childhood and where you’re from? 

SC: Okay, um, I was born in Taipei, Taiwan. Um, do you need my dates? 

TS: Uh, yes please. 

SC: Oh! [TS laughs] September 6, 1962. Um, well, actually let me try—um go back a little bit. I was 
born in Taipei but I actually grew up uh outside of Taipei, couple uh, about an hour or so. Uh we… when 
we were little, we lived with my grandmother. Uh, I was there until when I was uh... second grade, eight 
years old. 

Um, so I feel my childhood is actually very very... um, exciting and fun. You know, because my 
grandmother run a hotel. Um and so that um, it’s — it’s always busy, always busy. There’s so many 
people, you know, that were the guest with um... um, you know the—the helpers and so it’s — it’s always 
busy. And so, I—I feel... my daughter, for example, now they’re so busy with studying, they don’t have a 
real childhood. You know, my childhood we just having a lot of fun. You know, and I—I remember my... 
um because my grandmother’s hotel is actually the most sound structure, and with that place sort of like 
um... you know, people are not wealthy and, you know. Uh so... in addition to the guests, and uh um, uh 
and the help…helpers… uh the events that I really remember would be like in—in case of typhoon when 
in, you know, it’s pretty common there. And, my grandmother who uh... was widowed and very shrewd 
business woman and, uh she was uh actually illiterate; she does not read or, you know, doesn’t even write. 
Um so, but at those days she would al—at those times, it was emergency times she would open the door 
to anybody who needs to be sheltered in something. I remember, that was a great fun! You know that 
everybody—it's full, there are everybody, you know. Um and then, um... another event I remember is 
the—the moon…the men walking (on) the moon. And again, the—there, very few people uh, very few 
people had television then. And—and so, my grandmother again would open the door, everybody I 
remember… we were staying up. I don’t know what were…how old was I. But I remember vividly that 
there was so many people came into the hotel and we were watching... watching Neil Armstrong walking 
(on) the moon [SC and TS laugh], you know, and that’s really fun. 

Um, but, but on a mundane daily basis I feel um, in addition to going to maybe kindergarten or, little half 
day school, I would be home most of time. And then uh my sibling are a little older, they’ll be away to 
study, you know, go to—went to school or something. But um, I would be just there watching uh 
Taiwanese opera with the—with uh, with our hotel—hotel guests. Because for them, that’s the biggest 
entertainment. There’s not… a big deal, you know, not a movie or internet, stuff like that. So that was 
interesting, you know. I, I…my first language is actually Taiwanese, even though my Taiwanese is not 
very good now because I haven’t spoken in quite a bit [laughs]. Um, and then—then the Mandarin after 
when you go to school, they—they teach you Mandarin, right? And then English in the middle school. 
Um, but I remember encounter these uh, these—these people, uh like uh like they are…it’s not a really 
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like a five-star hotel at all… this is a very low-key hotel and um the—the guest they are like mostly um... 
working, hardworking people. 

Um, and then um, it was interesting that about three years ago I wrote a piece, a cello concerto, um and 
they ask uh some kind of relationship with the literature, and I start to do research on the poetry and then I 
eventually found four poems by this uh….a very famous Taiwanese writer uh sh…and uh what 
she…what he is… Huang Chun Ming is his name. What he’s famous for is, again not talking about high 
society but very mundane they know the—especially Taiwanese people. You know, not uh mainland 
China people, that’s a different... it—they come a little later. I don’t know if you uh—know the history. In 
any case, and—and so when I—what I feel really close to this poetry because these are the people that I 
am so used to when—when I was little. They came to my grandmother’s hotel, you know, they are my— 
my grandma’s neighbors and all that. And so, it’s uh, uh it’s very rich, I feel, that a lot of time, you meet 
all kind, all walks of people. Um... so, that was my childhood. 

And then, I guess my, you know, my parents are educated—uh college educated. At the time, uh I guess 
college education it’s not... easy. So, for my parents, it’s very important…education is extremely 
important. So my third grade, um they moved the whole family to Taipei… so in order to have a better 
school. Um... and uh we moved more than once. Whenever there’s a necessary to go to a better school my 
parents would—would always take us to the… you know, to the better school. I remember, you know, my 
parents, when they first moved to Taipei, even though they had good jobs but we have five kids, and I’m 
the youngest. Um, w—there—it's not easy, money is not easy. But we always have a tutor, you know, 
education is so important… tutors, and piano lessons, painting for my siblings and all that. That I always 
remember the money um is tight—was tight. But then uh education is—is so important for them. To …, 
that we all have a good education. Um, and I feel like that’s somehow, it’s also in— still in me the value 
of education. 

And so when my daughter who was born in United States, right, Um... uh... it’s so important for her to 
understand Chinese. Um so, and—not Taiwanese language, it’s not as im…you know that’s a different— 
that's a really hard, hard language to—to learn. So when she was about third grade, I—we—I took um... I 
took her to Taiwan to study. So she was uh… she went to a public school on third grade uh, and um... 
fifth grade and sixth grade she graduated from Taiwan, a public school from Taiwan with a—with really 
difficult one. So again, I feel it’s so important for her to understand the… uh to be bilingual. Not only 
read, write, and you know…but not only just language but also the identity; I feel like to be 
understanding... um. What Taiwan is about, what, you know, what’s her mother tongue, I mean, so to 
speak, really “mother tongue” [TS: Mhm.]. So, I feel that’s just like my—my parents, they think that 
um... to install like the—the learning knowledge experience, um it’s — it’s so important. 

TS: Um, could you talk a little bit about your experience with education in Taiwan? Um, from my 
understanding there’s like tracks that you’re set on for like specific career goals? And um, how did you 
kind of do that whenever you’re um, intending to do music with your life? 

SC: Well, you know, actually, when we were little, you can go to music school. I mean, they have two 
different (systems)….from first grade you become a (musician), like, music school all the way until 
like…..I didn’t go to that. I didn’t. For—for one thing, I was moving around. You know, I started 
composition—I mean I started piano when I was six years old. But I was not, didn’t think that was gonna 
become my... [All laughs] I don’t know, I mean it’s just part of education. You know, that’s the way we 
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think. My parents think it’s part of education, you know, I also paint quite a bit and also write. I—I when 
she enrolled me in some kind of uh composition classes, and that’s just part of education. And wasn’t 
until about fifteen years old uh that um... um... somehow, I just... feel like this is something that I 
should—I could pursue, and then I like it. You know, I was mm f….and then my piano teacher had 
noticed that I was always good about analyzing a piece of music. You know, I know the p…I know my 
finger cannot move but I already know [laughs] the form, and I know, I mean—oh this come back and 
something, I know this is backward, this is counter, and all those, those kind of …. theory thing I was 
good at it. And he said it to me, “why don’t you do uh, a composition?” And I said, okay that sounds 
good; I don’t want to practice [laughs]. 

So I—and so I was age sixteen when I went to a conservatory, which at the time um, it’s the best training 
in music at in Taiwan. And then… for five years. I graduated from there I think, 1982? And so I mo—I 
want to pursue longer uh Western, Western music composition, so I came to the States when I was not 
even twenty. And I enrolled a master degree when I was age twenty because I passed all these courses, 
you know. I went to and I… I stayed in Northern Illinois University for three years, and I got two master 
degrees. And then I start my doctoral at BU, Boston University at age twenty what…. twenty-three, I 
think. You know, so... um... again at that time, I feel…I just want to know better about what the Western 
(music). It takes so long to understand a music training. And then I started composing and all—and all 
that… I mean, I actually started composing when I was sixteen, be…As soon as you got into declare a 
major in composition in the conservatory; I started when I was sixteen. 

TS: Okay, so um in your early childhood, kind of before you realized you wanted to do composition, was 
there something else you wanted to do before that? Or like your dream job when you were a child? 

SC: Um... I feel like when every one of us all have this divisions. I mean, like we are good in not just one 
thing, right? Uh, I think in my generation at the time, we sort of have to sacrifice everything for one, to 
be... in the good musician or (be) good, you know. So, that’s sort of that track, it’s very direct and very 
intense, and very concentrated. If we—if I had start from the—the first grade, that’s even worse [laughs], 
right? I mean worse in this—in a sense I feel it’s, you know, you just like…. technically you’re amazing 
but then you—your understanding is a little bit, um, maybe one sided? It does—in those—in our time. 
And then—then you go through master degree, doctoral and all that, it gets a little better but, in the end, 
it’s still concentrate on music. 

While I think now, um my daughter’s generation is a totally different story. I went—we just came back 
from the school visit at um, at the east coast. You can have—you don’t have to declare a major until you 
are second year, or you can have a con—double concentration, triple concentration-, a minor, something 
like that. I thought that’s fantastic. You know, because that’s really uh, um... that’s a really much 
fulfilling, much full—fulfilling life and rather than just concentrating one thing. And I think that also 
become a better musician because you—you know music’s not just—it’s not athletic, right? That’s what 
Rice University keeps saying, right? It’s not athletic only, but it’s a combination of—of your knowledge 
and your understanding, your—your philosophy, or your understanding—you know that’s a much wider 
perspective and approach. Um, I feel right now, I have my dream job in a sense. Because right now, I’m 
sort of having a ….like my teenage rebelling year [All laugh]. Um, which it all stems from I went back (to 
Taiwan.) After I feel... um... I’ve been teaching here for a while, and I feel like I just need to be in contact 
with my heritage again. And—and then I mentioned I brought my daughter back to Taiwan, you know, 
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partially because of her, but partially—a big part of it is for me. I wanted to study more of Asian music, I 
know nothing about Taiwanese music or Chinese music or any, you know, only because I'm 100% trained 
Western musician. Um, and although we do study some poetry and cultural and all that—and it was, you 
know, it was so long ago. 

So in 2010, I was—you know, took a sabbatical like on a—on a Fulbright um, what do you call it, 
Fulbright Senior... Fellowship, whatever that is. I went back to Taiwan for a year and I went to —uh 
study traditional Nanguan music. Um, you know, not just on the paper or on recording, you know, that is 
what I was doing when I came to the States since 2015, 2000... No, was it 1985—82? If I want to study 
anything, um... of Asian music, I needed to go to library, right? And those days, the—the internet is not 
that good either, right? And it’s — but it’s in sort of indirect method of uh study. But by actually going 
back to the ho—to the—the place (Taiwan), you know, just looking around the people walking around; 
and you know, speak the language, right? And that’s a totally different story. So I feel so enriched by that 
experience. Um to—to go back to Taiwan to study the Nanguan music and indigenous music, um a 
tribal... custom and those thing, that I thought was so amazing. Yeah! 

TS: And so, whenever you were studying composition in Taiwan, was it always a goal to come to the 
U.S.? Or did that just kind of come up later? 

SC: Well, I... in those days, you know, 1980... 80s. If you wanted to study Western music... you don’t 
study in Taiwan, right [laughs]? Of course you come to the West, either in uh to the—to Europe or United 
States. Um, and in fact, I almost went to Paris and I was almost set to get a scholarship to go to Paris, they 
have some kind of uh exchange or something to go. And then I, by chance I—I met um a teacher, a 
professor Han, Kuo-Huang who was visiting Taiwan in a moment… at the time when I was, you know, 
the last year. And um, he just oh gave me a, you know, uh an introduction of a school application. And I 
went home, I say my mother, “hey I—I met this guy today, he’s teaching in United States!” And my 
mother said, “well, you’re going to there, you’re not going to Paris” [All laugh]. You’re going to DeKalb 
which is... a middle of like farm and a corn land [all laugh], it’s like middle of a very very—a simple life 
and uh, you’re not going to Paris! I was like, “are you crazy?!” [TS laughs] “I’m not going to the middle 
of that corn land!” [All laugh] She said, “well, you know you were only 19, 20 years old; you’re going be 
lost totally if you go to a big city like that.” You know, and of course she’s very protective. Um, now 
being a mother myself, I understand! I would—I might not be continue doing music, right? I might just be 
um, overwhelmed or like allured by this attraction of the big city [MN: Mhm.]. Yeah! 

TS: And so, you first came to Illinois, right? 

SC: Yes! 

TS: Um so, did that kind of match your perception of what America would be like? Or was there anything 
sort of shocking or surprising when you first came? 

SC: Oh yes, that’s very strange because Taipei is a big city, right,? [TS: Mhm.] And when I first arrived 
in DeKalb, I couldn’t sleep because it was so quiet [TS and MN: laugh]. Like wow…. [All laugh]! And 
uh, other than that it was great. I—I really focused on my study, and she was right. I was, you know, … 
language barrier is already a big deal. Luckily, I was good in music part and so I was able to just … have 
concentrated time and understand what it is. Um, when I moved to Boston, however, I had a big culture 
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shock in Boston because they have accent is so strong [TS and MN: laugh]. After lived in the Midwest 
with the s…you know, really standard American accent and then Boston was like… Medford especially is 
like, ‘Paak da ca in Haavad Yaad!’ [All laugh] “What are you talking about?!” I was so shocked and, you 
know, uh and then Boston of course is… the pace is really fast, right? And I’m sort of used to the—the 
Midwestern. So that was—the first year was hard. But then eventually I—I got used to it, too. Boston, I 
lived in Boston for 17 years. So that was … I had a great memory there. That’s a great city, yeah! 

TS: Um, were there any differences with how um music composition was taught in Taipei and then how 
it was taught in like Illinois or in Boston? 

SC: Um... Well... First of all, a lot of my teachers in Taiwan are European trained. Cause eh— those 
generation, my—teacher’s generation... you don’t go on the United States. Okay, Europe is—because 
again, you know, music is... Western music is European music rather than American music, right? And 
so, all—a lot of my, —my teachers, they went to Europe rather than United States. But I think that 
gradually, United States becomes an important center. And also, United State offer the… offer the... 
degree, um, doctoral degree, for example, right? And so while European still, uh they still have some kind 
of equivalent but uh not a doctoral degree. So for two reasons, more and more people come to the States: 
number one is uh degrees, offering degrees. And now you want to teach anywhere and especially in Asia, 
you need a doctoral degree. Secondly, um, it’s no longer sort of center, European center. I mean, it’s 
become a different styles and different concentration, different ideas of what music should be or can be. 
But um, United State because, because of …wealth, you know, this freedom; you know, also it 
becomes …. a lot of people come here. So right now the next generation, beginning my generation, they 
allow more people studying in the United States rather than in Europe. Continue to (go) Europe but U.S. 
kept progressing more. 

So the differences, I think that the European, my teachers in—in Taiwan or European teaching is a little 
bit more hmm... I would say... uh “hands on” maybe? Like, they’ll tell you... “this is the way it have to be 
done or”, you know, a lecture style. But we’re in the United States, it’s very—much more open than 
that—the, they want you to developed in yourself. And then I think that’s uh a huge difference between 
European style and the United—United States style. Here, it’s a big melting pot. So you got all kinds of... 
people, and different kind of standard. And—and I think my recent, my—my… it’s not real so recent, but 
my idea of what music can be, which is part of me as my Asian background, that is allowed in United 
States. They value that your individualism. [MN: Mhm.] And then, uh in Taiwan—I think Taiwan for a 
while, my future generation, you had to write in certain style to be considered a serious composer. But 
here, uh that’s... us—uh... there’s no certain style ‘cause everybody have to look for—for themselves. 
Um, so I think that’s the biggest bound… Big difference is the freedom that you are allowed to pursue 
what— who you think you are. 

And—and therefore, that’s how I—I my music evolved, I think my earlier uh my student times music is 
very avant-garde European style. And I think still retaining that, but my later music would be 
incorporating more of my tradition, my Asian background, um and so um... And that is not necessarily 
pursued, I think, in people who grad—who went to Europe or who—who lived in Asia. 

TS: And so um, I’ve seen some reviews of your music, and they say that you’re really kind of a spearhead 
in your field of combining like Western styles with styles from Asia. Can you kind of define what would 
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be like a style from Asia or a style from the West for someone who isn’t really like that knowledgeable 
about composition? 

SC: Yeah, it’s really hard, right? What is—just like what is American style, [TS laughs] right? It’s really 
hard, it’s so abstract, right? And... um, what is a real—I think, the very basic ones, you can say, it’s 
incorporate of maybe uh a folk melody, right? That’s….or some kind of a scale, pentatonic scale, that’s 
very basic thing. Or, saying um... an Asian instrument, right? Say uh a pipa, I don’t know if you know 
what pipa is, or erhu. You could use the instruments so helping you to uh incorporate... The connotation 
of these instruments it just help you to quickly um... go into the other sound world. Or using a poetry, 
right? Like I said this Asian poet, or the idea. These are all very very basic, I feel in the first stage when, I 
think, before I went back to Taiwan in 2010; I am s—staying in that stage. Well,.. um... that’s just easier, 
you know. And that’s what I have because I was living in the States and not in Taiwan, so therefore you 
don’t have that—that kind of uh of security or con…um what's the word for it, security or... uh... deeper 
understanding what a culture is. 

But then, I think in a much more, um... much more uh... sophisticated or advanced (way) may not be 
relying on that at all. And I think one—I’d—one thing might be some—the way you think about time. 
Because music is a time art, [MN: Mhm.] right? So, the way that you think about time. In Asian, it’s 
almost um much more static... unfolding, unfolding, allow things to happen [TS: Mhm.]. Rather than f— 
I’m not—I shouldn’t say forced, more progressive like in, you know, like Beethoven. If you know 
Beethoven’s music [MN: Mhm.] — bum bum bah bumm [TS laughs] bumm bumm bah bumm, bum bum 
ba bum [hums Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony]—and it’s just like keep going, moving forward, right? [MN: 
Mhm.] That kind of like, you gotta do this, this, this, this…. But Asian could be just like ohh... [MN: 
Mhm.] and it’s nothing really happen for three minutes while Beethoven is already like [All laugh] 
(going) the other part, you know?! And so, I think that understanding... it’s re—it’s—it’s hard for a 
Western trained person to un-learn that. So there was a little struggle for me to try to un-learn that. Oh 
wow, I’m not going to do progressive kind of music anymore! But—but that’s how I grew up in—in the 
Western tradition. So I, sort of my—my understanding going back and forth, um somehow, I would um... 
at some point I would just accept who I am because I’m not going to write an Asian music or Chinese 
music. But I’m not totally write Western music, either. So there’s uh—a music that evolved from both, 
yes—Western and Eastern. And yet at the same time it’s neither that nor that [laughs]. 

It’s this new genre, I mean, just like Asian Americans, right? [TS: Mhm.] Or—or maybe the parents of an 
Asian (American), right, and they have a very Asian... ideas. And then you live in the West with a very 
Western idea. Well somehow, Asian American has to find their space, and they have to evolve a little 
different ideas what Asian can be. It’s a combination of both, or a little bit more of that…more West, or a 
little more East. Or, it doesn’t matter, right? So my um... my recent... understanding of what Asian music 
is, I—I don’t think it should be an Asian music, it should be a trans-cultural music, it should be a cross-
cultural music. ‘Cause what is really Asian? What is not made in China these days, [All laugh] right? And 
then… or Chinese instruments! Originally, pipa or erhu are from Central Asia, right? From…to go to 
West to become lute, (to go to) China it becomes pipa…you know it’s—it’s—it’s so mixed. There’s no 
possibility we want a pure culture [TS: Mhm.]. As much as we want to, that’s a romantic idea. And that’s 
uh, uh you try to fix something and packed something, it’s uh, it’s very deadly. I think that’s not doing 
anybody any good. You know, that whole twenty first century—even more so! In the Silk Road time, 
which already…. if you read those ideas of Silk Road time, they were so much more trans-cultural and 
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back and forth: business, politically, and politics um business hmm [laughs] culture. Everything is already 
back and forth. But now, because of internet, that one it’s even more easy and more possible—much more 
fluid. And culture is very fluid. We need to…let it flows the different ways rather than say this was Asian 
music. 

MN: So did you have any teachers or professors who kind of inspired you to think this way, or was this 
an internal process of your evolution of your musical philosophy over time? 

SC: Well I think that, um... Some of my teachers in Taiwan who actually they—if they didn’t want to go 
out to the West. They actually, they are like, [MN: Mhm.] you know…. But they, much more, they say 
“we need to preserve Asian…. blah blah blah.” But as—a teenager, you know I was there in teenager, you 
don’t want... you don’t understand, first of all. Secondly,… uh “what—what do you mean? I don’t want 
to be like you [All laugh].” Maybe! You know, well I respect you but it’s not what I want to do, right? So 
I think gradually it’s sort of age (thing)… [MN: Mhm.]. And and even though, um I was very 
successful—I had been really lucky to come to this country, successful to have many awards like um, 
Guggenheim and Rome Prize and you know... you know, working with these big orchestra, the 
Philadelphia or Cleveland (Orchestras) or I was receiving awards. But gradually, you feel something is 
missing. Something is—is missing. And therefore when that does not fulfill anymore, then you look for 
what—what fulfills you, what makes sense to you. And then again, I think age... Secondly, because in the 
United States, I think United States allowed you to say “Okay, you have your own voice, that’s fine.” I 
think in Europe is still—it's still quite—they still have a burden, maybe, um, they still want to... Um, they 
don’t have the burden…. They have a burden but they don’t have the burden that we (Asian) do. For 
example, cause we have burden, cause we (Asian) have such an opposite culture, the background than the 
European, right? The German and English, they all have—to me they are more close than uh… our 
Chinese or Taiwanese to the to the German. Does that answer your question? 

MN: Yeah, I think so. [SC: Yeah.] And then also, do you think your coming of age as a person coincided 
with your coming of age musically? Or were there different... [SC: Yeah, I think so!]. 

SC: I think so, because I’m a person before [MN: Mhm.] I’m a musician, right? And for the longest time, 
I—I feel so separated, separated in terms like I’m a musician, I’m a Western musician. I’m only trained 
only in Western music, but I speak the Chinese, Taiwanese language. I am—I still eat Chinese—I love 
Chinese food I don’t... if I have a choice, I will not go to McDonalds, [All laugh] right? Uh, and so there 
is sort of separation, right? And then, then later on, I’m—I had more, I have a teaching career, I mean a 
teaching job, and then I have—I have a daughter, right? I have a family, right? That—and then so I’m 
pulled in different directions. And—and so, um, like again with age, when you—when I was uh, when I 
was older, at—I mean [laughs]… at certain point, you’re just like why do I have to divide myself? So I—I 
sort of to incorporate what—who am I into much uh, uh unified one circle, one self, rather than, you 
know, dividing by... So that’s why I took my daughter to Taiwan. Now, I’m offering a course, this is 
called Cross-Culture Contemporary Music, I told you, it’s been the fourth year. So if I want to teach, I 
want to teach something that is related to me, [MN: Mhm.] right? And also, as I said to you, I don’t know 
that much about Asian music compare—in compared to my understanding of Western music, which is 
you know, since I was six years old. My Asian music (knowledge) is very, very uh limited. And so if I 
want to teach, I want to learn also. So, I want to learn Asian music, um what is, what is it about? So, I 
am… and I don’t know if you realize that the Shepherd School is an amazing school but it’s a Western 
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music (school), we have no ethnomusicologist, you know. And in fact, the whole university, Rice 
University, has no Asian expert— music expert, right? And Houston even, no Asian music expert, I don’t 
know. So... um, I would invite... um these people from Taiwan or China or, you know, Turkey. I did— 
I've been doing different Korean and all these—and—and a lot of times, not only the musicians 
performing but also etho—uh—ethnomusicologists, scholar, theorist to give us some ideas what it—you 
know, what is it about. You know, so I learned so much in this class. So I feel like, so my idea my—my 
family is just one part of this Asian thing now and my—my uh, uh my teaching is part of this and my 
composition, of course. I’ve been trying to do that. So, I feel much more fulfilled as one person. So back 
to your idea, well, what would—what's your dream job, I think I have a dream job now [All laugh] 
because I am allowed um, as a professor, you know, academic freedom. I think the Shepherd School and 
also Rice University they give you so much academic freedom. You have an idea you want to do, and you 
do it. So I have a dream job right now. 

TS: Um, can you talk about some of your experience whenever you did go back to Taiwan on the 
Fulbright Scholarship? And kind of like what you did and like what that was like on the day-to-day? Like 
kind of like inspired your music to change? 

SC: Um, hmm. What I think the most interesting one was um, learning how to play and perform in uh 
traditional Nanguan music, you know, really playing pipa and—and that… Because um... as a teacher, I 
just keep offer what I know, right? And then turning back and become uh a student and also become uh, 
uh a student of this basic 101— ‘cause I don’t know. They have different system, in terms of notation. 
Different in tuning, different —performance practice. And different thinking about what music can be. 
You know, it’s an oral tradition, it’s uh—it's uh you don’t, I mean the music there just... as a... a guide, a 
help and you do a lot of improvisation on top of that, right? And so that totally, totally uh changed my 
idea what music can be. And then that was so amazing because I don’t... You know, 20th century music 
in Western music is very different than the 19th century and very different than 16th century and—which 
is more closer to this Asian idea where it’s much more fluid. But still, it’s nothing compared to this 
region, you know, Asian music. So—so, that was a such an uh an experience that not just reading the 
paper, not just reading the—I’ll just—went to a lecture, you actually... um, you actually do it to perform, 
you know. 

And so that was a really, really great experience and—and I think at age 40 when you go back to become 
a student, I was like oh my god. It was so intimidating, you know! And then—and yet, I think what’s 
really interesting that um they—they say to me that um, “Don’t worry, these—this is a, it’s not unusual 
for uh for—for the… uh, for especially female, or male too, after the childbearing age to go back to—to 
take up a some kind of music idea—music uh practice”. And—and—and they get together, so I account 
all okay idea… and so everybody can do it! And no problem! You know, not idea—it’s so different, that 
kind of… sort of relax. Much more relaxed, and they just, you know... just have fun. They called it 
“game,” “have fun.” And then this conservatory training, you know, precision. This—bla bla… you 
know, this—which I’m used to, if you don’t come—you don’t come in at the (right) speed, you—you're 
like—you skip. You know just—it's not possible if you are not precise. But there, it’s so much more laid 
back, and people just—if you made a mistake, no big deal, let’s start over again and do this, you know. 
There’s no, you know, in terms of time. 
When I was talking about time, there’s not a time notation, it’s everybody sort of flow together. If you’re 
late I’ll wait for you and then we’ll go to the next [TS laughs] if you—oh, you’re a little sharp and I’ll— 
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I’ll adjust myself to you. While it’s not possible in the West, you know, you have—it's very very precise. 
So that kind of idea of the time, it flows, and um it’s very different in the Western training. So I—I was, I 
feel really amazed—amazed by that um, that philosophy, the way of life, the thinking. And—and then, 
you know what? After that, I didn’t—I won’t—I wasn’t—I didn’t dare to write a piece based on this 
Nanguan. While before I actually I rewrote a piece, several pieces based on the—this Nanguan idea and 
um…when I didn’t study it. ‘Cause I—I listen to the recording and the books, you know. That is surface-
y, right? [MN: Yeah.] I mean that’s interesting. But after you know more and deeper what it is, I was 
scared. I was like, “oh how can I even try to do that?” But gradually, you know, I—I'm still—I gradually 
I—I just have to come to term as well with my understanding… It is, you know, it’s easier to say, “I’m 
so—I respect this tradition so much. I don’t want to do anything.” Then you’re not doing anything, right? 
That’s not helping anybody, right? And so you gradually, you have to jump in and say, “Okay this is what 
I think, this is what I can do. This is my approach, everybody can have their own approach.” Right? And 
so, yeah, so that was a really great experience in Taiwan when I was able to do that. 

But honestly, just to go to a coffee shop or a tea shop and just seeing people walk, and black hair, speak 
the language, right, not uh mixing the—here you do Spanish and—and English, right, and with all the 
different hairs... there you have everybody’s black hair, speaking Taiwanese or Chinese uh very little 
English….even just that it was amazing, amazing learning experience for me. 

TS: Um, whenever you came back and started incorporating some of, like, the philosophy and what you 
learned in Taiwan what do you think was like the Western response? And has that Western response 
changed since then? 

SC: Western response, meaning what? 

TS: That’s also a good question [All laugh]. 

SC Whose response? Whose response? You mean audience, or…. 

TS: Um, both kind of audience and the people you were working with in the orchestra. 

SC: Oh, hmm. I would say, um okay, I see what you’re saying. I think that... I think that um... it is true, 
maybe it a little bit more difficult for people to understand that because if you’re used to progressive, of 
the way of thinking, and then this thing just sit there for a long time, it’s like okay, come on! I’m ready 
for change. Some people loved it! For example, eventually I wrote a piece that—based on Nanguan, um, 
uh to… and some people thought I was so amazing ‘cause they never thought—never experience 
something like that. And some people were like, okay… you know…?! Um, but mostly, I think they’re— 
they’re positive experience—uh if you—we're talking about—and we’re not talking about popular music, 
right? Because—because my music is not popular music. Um, but most people had experienced feeling 
like, “okay, that’s interesting; I never seen that before. That’s fresh, that's different,” you know? And— 
and that’s... that’s my—my experience. And still, it’s not going to be popular, right? Because for people 
to do that, it’s not easy. 
For example also, I’m using a traditional um… this Nanguan piece I use is a traditional musician who 
does not read... read uh the Western music, right? And so—or uh uh guzheng concerto and that’s 
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instruments from—you know, you have to have a performer do that. Right? So for people to program that 
it’s not easy. 
Um, but the other side to that is, I feel like a—a composer, me as a composer, is like a researcher, you 
know? Number one research, and number two is expressive—expression. For me, uh expression… this is 
what I feel; this is what I think. This is what I think music can be, should be. And um, for 21st century it’s 
no longer only West or no longer East. It’s something that’s my—it’s also not just bigger one but small 
one. Locally, it’s me, that’s what represents me. You listen to a piece of music say, “ah, I know, this 
somebody probably have Asian background.” And that’s different than people who only understand 
Beethoven or something, you know? So it represents more of me, which is more fulfill... much more 
fulfilling for me. Um, and then secondly uh, what was I going to say? It represents uh expression—oh 
research! Research, yes! Because for me, every time I write something, I think about …well, what can I 
do that's different than before, even myself, right? This piece I have done it before, I’m gonna do 
something different. Now this time was a little bit more this, uh I don’t know what… Each time I—so for 
me, it's just like uh uh you know like a scientist. They are all—they research what uh what it can be. And 
for me, it’s not interesting ‘cause there are some people they have a formula to all, they—they're 
successful in one piece, in one style, and they just re—keep doing the same thing over again! For me, as a 
composer, that would be really... it’d be dead as a composer. So each piece I will be trying to—to do 
something different. So I, that’s how I keep myself, um, interested in this process. 

TS: Um, do you think that there’s kind of like a message that you’re trying to convey through each piece? 

SC: Is a what? 

TS: A message? And [SC: Message?] is each message kind of individual or is it all just about, like, kind 
of self-expression? 

SC: Um, I think that it depends, right? Um... Some abstract music is definitely, you have to listen uh 
abstractly. But there are a couple pieces I actually incorporate uh, uh some kind of cultural background in 
there, for example, the indigenous people’s music in Taiwan. I have a film, I incorporated with a film 
maker, and so in there, they talk about um the stories of uh legends, you know of the—the amazing 
people’s….the story. Um, and then also there’s a piece that—about the—a voice speaking of uh the voice 
helping the—the voice of indigenous people to get out, right? And most recently, it’s actually…. this is 
actually my idea… I want to do… since 2013 and ’14…it’s…. I had an encounter with this—indigenous 
people’s a cul—a doctor. This and—and then from that I thought—I—I sort of do my text and story, all 
about myself and about him, about the social injustice of—of uh indigenous people. And—and also the 
maybe minority in United States, like Asian—Asian—Asian uh community in here, you know. So it’s 
kind of interesting that um... But the bottom line, I feel this work it’s about empathy, about migration, you 
know. Empathy about uh understand the other people’s point of view, you know. For example, when I 
was in Taiwan, when I met him (the doctor), he thinks—he thought that I’m like, oh you know, coming 
back from the States, you know, I’m like… so important, right? And so I’m like a majority—uh… um 
I’m an established… group. But when I come back to the United States, I am not an established group, 
right? I mean I’m—if I'm at Rice—Shepherd School, I’m safe. But if I go out of Shepherd School, people 
look at me like, “Oh, where you come from? Go back your own home” [laughs], or something like that. 
Despite the fact that I’ve been living in this country for thirty something years—more than thirty, thirty 
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something years, but they still see me um as non-American, right? So being a minority and majority in the 
same time, that’s a really interesting, that you sort of shifted who you are and what you are, right? And so 
you I can see both point of view, both worlds. And so eventually you just need to have—empathy is 
understanding what the other people’s um their—their place, respect their space and understand, you 
know, we’re all the same. We actually have more similarity than dissimilarity between all of us human 
being, right? Um, and then uh I also step out of this uh um a musician role, right? Abstract music is really 
hard to talk about social injustice, [MN: Mhm.] right? But—but this sort of this theater piece and, you 
know, you can—you can sort of incorporate to—to talk about social injustice or understanding of uh, of 
uh migration and empathy. 

And so that’s my most recent—most recent, um work. And I must say this very, very, very challenging 
for me because I am, again I’m an abstract composer mostly. And to talk about my story publicly is very, 
very uncomfortable. I don’t want to tell people what I think. It’s sort of typical Asian, right? [TS and SC 
laugh] I mean, uh but—but when you didn’t —I grew up under martial law [TS: Mhm.] where um, you 
looked at the police, you walked the other way, right? You don’t go into politics situation uh. And right 
now Taiwan is totally different, they’re so democratic and it was—I was so amazing to see that. Um, and 
uh... but, um... yeah. To—to actually stand there, um using your music to tell people what you think, um 
for me, it takes a lot of courage, I feel. Maybe for some people, I mean I—again, also my generation, we 
are not a social media people, right [laughs]? My daughter is so—like tweeting all this all the time! 
Snapchat, right? It’s not even tweet, right? Is it Snapchat... right? [All laugh] Um, so um... um, so that’s a 
big step for me. And yet I thought was—it uh—it's necessary. It’s a necessary step! As I said, I always—I 
look for—I look forward to my adventures of not repeating myself. I look forward to—to working with 
other people, the theater people, or you know, all the multi-media and all these things. That’s exciting for 
me. 

TS: So, um how did you kind of get into kind of like making films and documentaries as a form of social 
advocacy? Like, how did that all like come about? What was your inspiration? 

SC: Oh actually, it was the opportunity, not like inspiration. ‘Cause uh I have two opportunities, one is 
about Cultural Revolution actually, [TS: Mhm.] and the second one is this uh, um the injustice of the— 
uh, indigenous people: “Returning Souls” where the—they go home to find their own, their um totem, 
right? They’re, uh, you know, the—it's all the film makers who come ask me to write, you know, to write 
for them. That’s the situation. The—the second (one), the—the “Returning Souls”, that’s because I was 
uh, I was… when I went to Taiwan, with this Fulbright, I was a uh at Academia Sinica. I was … resident, 
uh what do you call that, a fellow, and they—affiliate, affiliated with them. ‘Cause I didn’t want to go to 
uh uh Western music school, right? Uh that doesn’t help me to learn more. So I went to this cultural… 
this is like a think tank of uh in Taiwan on their national level. Um, so, this uh filmmaker Hu Tai-Li, 
she—we just run into each other and she’s like “Oh, you know, I’m doing this film, would you be 
interested in doing music in there?” I was like, “I don’t know, I don’t understand anything on the 
indigenous people. No way, I can’t do it.” Then I thought, “wait a minute. What are you doing?! This is 
why you’re here! That’s why you’re coming back. By pushing away, you’re learning nothing. But you 
should jump in there and learn something while you do something, right?” 
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And sure enough, I really learned a lot about this um uh this uh, indigenous peoples. It’s cultural… For 
example, one of the legends… in this four, five pieces, it’s about head hunting. And I was like, oh wow 
that’s perfect….Western, you know, they….our new music is…it’s very spooky and [TS and MN laugh] 
the head hunting is spooky [laughs] and then that’s when my music is totally fitting to there. Hu Tai-Li 
Professor, she had to set me down and talk to me for hours about… no it’s not spooky. Head hunting is 
not a spooky act, it’s a very complex um it’s a ritual and this and, you know, the—I mean I cannot even 
go in detail on… But I think in the end the music’s still spooky because the nature of modern music. But I 
would—I’m positive the music is so much more complex than it would have been. If I didn't understand 
that, you know, because my mind is complex, my understanding of what it is complex. There’s no way 
I’ll write something that is simple, only spooky. [MN’s watch beeps] So this kind of study um—um to 
really understand what um... what you’re—what you’re—the people’s culture and people ….the 
understanding really helps my music to—to express in such a close way. Um, what were you gonna ask? 
Sorry! [laughs] 

TS: Oh, no you’re good! Um, I—this will be just kind of like a follow up question. Um, how do you 
think, um... 

SC: Oh you, sorry, you were asking me how um, how did I begin to do that. [TS: Oh yeah, yeah.] And I 
said it’s an opportunity, it’s not inspiration. But I’m inspired by the whole process of course. 

TS: So um, how do you find composing just like, for your, um, just like, I don’t want to say like yourself, 
but like you career, how does that differ when you’re composing to like score a film? Like how does that 
process change for you? 

SC: Um, my, my favorite composer who is really good at this is called Takemitsu, Japanese composer 
who did Ran (乱), I don’t know if you know the film. Um, if you don’t, watch it, it’s amazing! In other 

words, that the music is sort of part of the um, um, part of the art—an art. It’s just ‘cause the music’s time 
art as well, right? Um, so I do not feel this, I mean, this is uh, an documentary for one thing, that’s not a 
commercial film, right? So you have a commercial film like a Hollywood film you want to—something 
that people will, can get it right away, right? But documentary is…music is there to help uh set the mood 
or to create some kind of uh ambience that sort of… The people can feel oh this is, this is spooky coming 
in, oh this is happy ending, or something like that. Um, and music could be a nice as one layer of a 
unified device. Because the music could be, I mean the the, this plot could be very complex, go back and 
forth or something; but music, if you have some kind thing of unified, from beginning to the end, even 
though there might be changed a different idea but me—let’s say the sort of thematic idea. So every time 
it comes back, if you’re like “oh I know why you’re still here,” you know, the music can be one layer of a 
unified device creating atmosphere and—and then you know, making—making the music, making the 
film more interesting than less interesting. There are film where the music is — it’s pulling it back down 
rather than helping it pushing it in. That—that’s my ideal of what the music, uh film music can be. 

And that’s uh, that’s my….that’s my—my thoughts about it. So there’s no difference. Actually, there’s no 
difference between the film music and the real music. In fact, both pieces—both times, after the film is 
done, I would take the music (make it) becomes uh, uh, abstract music, concert music. I mean make it a 
little bigger, um, and— enlarger it, you know, and so the music still exists by itself. I mean, uh it’s strong 
enough to exist by itself. 
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Having say that though, have to, I have experience of sometimes a more complicated music is not 
necessarily good for the film because you are in the way—because you’re thinking your music is the only 
thing dominating this storyline. But no. The music needs…. sometimes the simple music actually 
conveys. ‘Cause you are only part of it, you know. There’s a drama, there’s a visual aspect, there’s 
speaking when— especially when people are talking, right? If music becomes too dominating, then it’s 
not helping the image at all. 

MN: As you collaborate with filmmakers, or with Indigenous people, or any, any kind of other co-artists 
with you, as a researcher and composer, like, what are the interpersonal challenges of collaborating, or 
does it, is that enjoyable and natural for you, the collaboration? 

SC: Um, the most challenging collaboration was with my husband last year. [All laugh.] Was it last year? 
No, the last year then. We had a piece, um, we have uh, six concerts uh, uh performing at the what do you 
call it…. Cy Twombly…Gallery. And… I was uh, because - I don’t do electronic music. Even though I 
have a… some kind of master degree in electronic music. But my… it was so long ago; it was an- analog 
rather than digital. So my husband is— does a lot of electronic music…. and he also teaches at the school 
here. Um, and so, for—with him that’s really helpful to um, too… We can work together. But again, you 
know, that’s our first collaboration. We try not to, we do our own thing. 

Um, but in general, I always, I think it’s amazing. I think it’s amazing. Because I feel, um, that human 
connection is everything, right? I mean you— you want to, you want to connect with another person. I 
mean that’s the reason why we do art, right? To to to connect with them, to tell people what you think… 
to connect with another person. Even though maybe there were five people understood in the concert, but 
that’s still a connection. Um, so, um, to, maybe there’s some difficulties in, in saying uh, like, my 
husband saying “oh no, this isn’t” you know. With the husband it’s little closer because we know each 
other so much, we can still talk directly. When you are talking to another person you might be, you know, 
nicer. [All laugh] 

Um, but still, in the long run, it’s always a positive experience because you can reach something that we 
don’t reach as individual, right? And uh, um, and I feel progressively, the 21st century is this— the world 
is so complex and the media becomes more complex. And the concept, everything becomes more 
complex. So if you can sort of incorporate what these um, uh, complexity in the music that… That the uh, 
in that case it should not be music anymore, right? And this work will be so—include so many more 
people. 

Um, so I was telling you this uh, my theater piece. Actually in a couple weeks, it’s gonna be uh showing 
at the MATCH. We have only just uh, half, I mean, maybe uh, one third or one quarter we’re just gonna 
present a little bit. And there we… I have the filmmaker, I have the [laughs], I have the sound and the, 
you know I have the lighting, you know. I and, even though I was, I am the one dictating what to do, and 
yet bouncing back and forth with other people. It’s so amazing. It’s so much fun! 

And I think that’s why that uh music…. sitting at home listening to CD will never replace [MN: Mhm.] 
the experience and the excitement when you are with a bunch of people in a football field, or in the 
concert hall. You know, it’s—it’s an experience that, um, that togetherness that we want. 
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TS: Um, could you talk about kind of your experiences hosting the Common Practice festival? That was 
at Rice, like 2015. And kind of like what the inspiration was behind that event and what it was like 
collaborating with all those people? 

SC: Yeah, that was the first one, um, what came… I came back in 2014. And so I—I was—I was so 
refreshed and I went “oh, why don’t we…” There’s direct flight to anywhere, you know in Houston, such 
a big city. So what do you mean by Houston’s a big city? Is it because we are diverse, we can do a lot of 
things, programs, uh curating concerts (that) are really interesting. So I want to do that, and so I was …. 
bringing people from the States, from Southeast Asia, from Taiwan, from China, whoever who was can-, 
uh interested in writing sort of cross-cultural music. We had three concerts, and there were, I don’t know, 
well… twenty-five, twenty-one people? Maybe more than that, I can’t remember, such a long [TS laughs] 
such as long time ago. Um, it was uh exciting, it was, that’s actually my first time curating, step out my 
composer role. ‘Cause usually with composers, I’m used to people came to me and say, “oh I want to 
commission you a piece, you write a piece.” And… I just need to write a piece, I don’t do anything. And 
this one is I have be the person, the vision saying, ok um, my creativity is no longer in composition. You 
know I’m saying “this is gonna be this, this is gonna be the—programming this.” And I can do this and 
this and you know. And uh we have lectures— who should I invite… you know it’s really, really exciting. 

And so after that, after that, um let me jump back a little bit. So inspiration is because I lived in Taiwan 
for two years, um, you know on sabbatical or on you know this kind of p…., you know really nice to, to 
step out you uh your daily mundane teaching or these kind of thing, but you actually go out and connect 
to a different world. And then you say “okay, well, I want to bring this back to Shepherd School, to 
Rice!” Right? And then you feel this energy. That’s, that’s inspiration, you want to do that. 

Now another inspiration after that is—well, I heard that “If you do things once, that’s entertainment. But 
if you do it more than once, that’s education.” So that’s why the following year, I proposed the course, 
this cross-cultural course between Rice, Chao Center, and the Shepherd School of Music. The students 
can… we have half…we have half non-musicians, the other half are musicians. And then, we have from 
freshmen, sophomores sometimes, to doctoral degree; we have composers, you know. But everybody’s a 
beginner, including me, right? The musician here are only Western trained; they know nothing about 
Asian culture. The Asian cultural musicians…. or cultural, Asian cultural studies, some of them are, but 
some of them not. Some of them may be biology majors. They know nothing about music, right? So we 
all get together, we gonna do… we study something. Because I brought, I brought people, uh, 
ethnomusicologists, we brought the, you know, the scholars, we brought the musicians, performers. And 
then all the time, we always be doing at Asia, Asia… Society. And they…again, most people, they do not 
understand what it is, right? So and another thing is the… a lot of the Rice University people, and the 
Shepherd School students too, they don’t even get out of campus, [MN: Mhm.] right? Every single time I 
said “you’re required to go to that concert!” And they’re all the first time. Year after year, and I was like 
“Why? Why?” I understand it’s busy, I know, you know. But they’re just… it’s this kind of… if you go 
out um, the experience is very rewarding. Yeah! 

So that’s… I’m at the fourth year now, and now I have to turn away students, [MN laughs] which is 
rewarding. The first year…. [MN: I want to sign up now.] [All laugh] Yeah, I can give you some some 
programs and stuff. But you know the…um. It’s uh… it’s really really exciting because, I think Anne, Dr. 
Anne Chao came and gave a talk. She, she’s been really amazing. She came give a talk every 
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year…different year she give different things. Last year, um she came give a talk, talk about this uh 
Asian, this—this organization, right? Um and again, most people do not even aware that Houston has a 
big Asian communica… uh community. And Houston has…. and all of the stories. Um, and so, some of 
the American students was making comments that they really, they really inspired and really really 
interesting in, in this… to hear what she had to say about Asian community. And I was like “Why? 
You’re a Caucasian, why do you care,” right? [TS laughs] You, you know? [MN: [laughs] Yeah.]. But 
they said, “Well, this is my country!” [laughs] “This is my country, I care, I know, I want to know,” right? 
Just like Indigenous people in Taiwan, right? At first I was like… people was like… “You’re not 
Indigenous…” you know, “why do you care? Why?” That’s my cultural [laughs]… Why, why does that 
stopping me want to know? Even if it’s not my country. Why should it stopping me want to know more 
about how human, coming, you know, every—different people doing what? Right? [laughs] 

MN: Um, so how did you, this is jumping into a different subject [laughs] but how did you meet your 
husband, and uh… 

SC: How did I meet my husband? 

MN: [laughs] Yeah. 

SC: Oh, ok. The Chinese would say “fate.” [All laugh] Um, so I went to uh, my-my first year, um at, it 
was ‘82, and I lived in dormitory. And, and I was moving into dormitory and this uh my, my… I started 
my degree at uh Northern Illinois University… and I saw this guy moving stuff, moving in the dormitory, 
too. And I said this guy is a half-and-half, I can tell. [All laugh] Sure enough, later on, I saw his mother, 
who is Japanese-American. He came up to her and say... So that, so then [All laugh], I know, then he’s 
musician, you know, also. So there you go. Uh so by chance I, not, didn’t go to Paris, I came to the States. 
Um, by chance, I saw my husband, even the first day, I saw this half-and-half. And then um then we 
are… then I need someone to play my piece, I asked him, you know. And he say, “oh okay.” And then uh, 
we p-… we were in a class, a Gamelan class, a Indonesian Gamelan class together. And so that’s just 
happened that way. And then, um, so eventually I, I… we got married. Uh and then my mother was very 
sad because that means I would never go back home, right? And so that’s just how things… one thing, 
(after) the other thing. So he’s musician too; a composer too. 

TS: And so what brought you guys to Houston? 

SC: Actually, um, I came here first. I was, actually I, before I came here I had a Rome prize. I was living 
in Rome. And after that, I moved directly from Rome to here. I remember my expres… impression of the 
Houston. I said “Oh my god!” Living in Boston, it’s a beautiful city, right? And um, and Rome, of course, 
is a beautiful city [MN laughs]... In Houston, “Oh my god, this is a like The Empire Strikes Back.” [All 
laugh] You know the highway the… [MN: uh huh] you know. Uh okay, but this is where my job is, this 
is… anyway, so I was here and he was teaching in Harvard at the same time. So for one year, we were 
commuting back and forth. And then the following year I have… the same year… I actually I won a 
Guggenheim. But I prolonged my Guggenheim another year so I could teach here for the first year 
because they wanted to come here right away. 

So when I went back to Guggen… cause it was Boston, I got pregnant and then I had to have uh… we, we 
would no longer think to have commute back and forth to raise a chil.. a child, it’s impossible. And, you 
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know, I thought Boston is amazing city, but it’s so tough if you want to raise a family and uh, if you want 
to also still have time to compose and to teach and to… the space for yourself. So the following year… 
2000... Oh, yeah, so I gave birth, my daughter, in Boston after 9/11. I was in Boston what that was… 
when that happened. Um and then the following year, they just asked him (my husband) to come join us. 

And then Rice is very progressive in the sense, you know, they are uh…they understand that to keep a 
person you, you bring the family, right? ‘Cause some schools be like, Harvard for one for sure, no way! 
The couple cannot teach in the same school, let alone same department, right? So my, you know, 
Shepherd School is very very good and we have several couples here that uh are teaching, you know. So 
then that’s how you keep p(eople)… otherwise it doesn’t work. When you are commuting, you know 
you’re torn the family apart, that’s not… the, the not happy… When you have a happy faculty, you have a 
happy [laughs] happy school right? [laughs] Yeah. That’s what happened. 

TS: And so um, you said that your husband also composes, can you talk a little bit more about like his 
composition and how that kind of differs from yours? 

SC: Um, we are similar in a sense that we are all very “serious” [laughs] avant-garde contemporary 
music. Um, and uh he does a lot acoustic, but mostly he’s doing multimedia. He does a lot of uh film, 
images, sound. He also, you know, he teach a course on image, beginning at Harvard but here too, Image 
and Sound. So student would combine these two things together. Um, so in the media, it…the way uh the 
media is different. He does film. I mean, the electronic music. But in terms of uh, uh, understanding or 
what we think is good music, we are really on the [laughs] same page actually. That really helped. If he 
likes popular music and I like… that would be, we’re fighting all the time right [All laugh]. But we, we 
have a very uh, very close, um very similar taste in what we think is—what is uh interesting music. Um 
and and that, in that way, having a, a colleague, he’s like a colleague in that sense, that we, we are 
actually, we grow a lot from doing that, you know? And because um…when you’re a student, that—it’s 
people always just like, “oh you’re still good.” Your teacher will tell you like uh, “oh this should be, this 
needs to be improved” and then something. But once you’re graduated, uh, very few people would give 
you any serious or—or, criticism, right? You know, because people don’t feel they’re in position to do 
that. But my husband… me and him we can always go back and forth. He would always telling me the, 
the-the truth [All laugh] according to him. And I already tell him “oh, you know this…” So that was 
really… uh that’s the best part of being in the same field. And our conversation does not begin from 101, 
right? Our conversation begins from, um you know, really top, right? And from top you only get more 
and more. 

So he does a lot of uh… he had a collaborator though. He and his collaborator… been collaborating since 
Harvard. They teaching together. Uh, this collaborator Alfred Guzzetti. They’ve been doing five projects 
together over the ten, fifteen years. Um, that’s um, I… each year I see them, really really amazing thing 
coming. They just had one in March at the Moody Center. Uh, it’s called “Among Rivers.” And that was 
um… sadly I was in Turkey and Germany; I didn’t see it. I regret it so much. But that’s something I 
should not have missed because I… from everybody told me, he told me too, he, it was really good. Uh 
best film, best collaboration, best um uh composition they had done together. And that’s kind of thing you 
cannot listen to. You had to be there. It’s a multimedia. It’s not a, get a CD you can listen to it, it’s not uh, 
work that way. But it’s very often though we… he does not… he would not hear my premiere, or I would 
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not hear his premiere maybe a year later, three years; because we are all, we doing all busy things 
together [MN: Mhm.] separately. 

TS: Um, does you husband also pull from his Asian identity, and have that influence some of his work? 
Or... 

SC: Well, he’s more American, right? He was born…he’s the sansei— the third generation. His mother is 
uh, uh, his mother was born in this country even—internship, inter… internment, I’m sorry, right? Uh, 
so… he’s very Asian thinking as well. Um, he told me, I mean I guess that’s… I can say it here, but I 
don’t know. [MN laughs] He, uh, he’s thinking about his next project will be about his grandfather, 
Japanese grandfather—he’s half German, you know—Japanese grandfather about this internment, uh, 
situation. Um he’s collecting the material and, you know, that, that’s what he’s thinking about. 

MN: Um, so when did you have your daughter, and what has she taught you growing up, and what have 
you taught her? 

SC: She taught me more than I teach her. I—I too… I think that, um… when… You know composing 
and musician, as a musician it’s a very lonely, self-indulgent and, you’re, you’re so efficient, so sufficient 
by yourself. You know and then you w-, you try, you… your world is so much closed. Even though you 
try to communicate with others, but it’s always about you communicating with others, right? And, having 
a, uh uh partner, or my husband, that changed quite a bit because all the sudden you need to adjust what 
you’re thinking, um, and to be compatible. Otherwise you’ll be fighting all the time, right? And then you 
learn from each other what different idea is. But having a child, is a totally different story. Because, you 
need to think for her, I mean you need to… her perspective is so important. And because you love your 
kid, right? You’re willing to, you’re willing to uh, to to um, to let down you whatever you your 
judgements or value. You constantly have to, uh, re-evaluate: does that make sense for her? Does that 
make sense? What does that mean? When I grew up in Taiwan, “It’s this way!” But that’s Taiwan. And 
that’s 2000, no sorry, 19… whatever, 1960, ‘70’s, right? But that doesn’t make sense in her gener…, in 
the generation, right? She’s not a Taiwanese, you know. Even though she, she speak the language and all 
that, but she did not grow up in Taiwan. Even though about three years—it’s much more than most 
people…as Asian-American, but still, it’s not her. She’s Asian-American. 

And then with this uh, what do you call that? This um… internet age, it’s so, so different. The world is so 
different than when our growing up, right? So I have to constantly readjust myself, um even now. Where 
she wants to go to school, you know, I have to adjust myself to, to see what she wanted, you know. And 
by—by adjusting myself, I feel like… and to think what she what she’s thinking about, I feel she’s 
teaching me what the world is. Which is much bigger than, than my own world in the past, you know. I 
think that world no longer exist. Taiwan is not even like that anymore, right? 

And so to keep yourself young, you need to constantly to understand how the world, how the… you know 
how people interact, how people um think in the next generation. And that’s a really, uh, it’s difficult and 
yet it’s uh… I feel every time I can think that way, I feel… I feel I learn a lot. I feel, I feel my—my space 
so much bigger. Than just like, I think you need to do this, you need to do this, but... Um, our world is so 
different now. There’s no such a thing that you can repeat yourself. I cannot even repeat myself, right? 
[laughs] And then sure… my student teach me a lot, too. I mean, and that’s one thing, I feel I’m keeping 
young, is to learn from your student, to communicate with them, you know, to “what are you thinking,” 
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you know? I mean, of course I know a lot, um, a lot of things. You know especially knowledge part, in 
terms of my profession. After all, I mean, I’ve been doing this since I was six years old! But there’s so 
many things I don’t know. And to how to apply the knowledge in the 21st century or to sort of like, adapt, 
uh that is the only way keeping it further. Just like culture, right? You cannot just stop it. Um, so I think 
that keeping person young, keeping anybody young is just constantly connecting to the youth, the young 
people. 

TS: Um, do you have any advice for like the upcoming generation of composers? 

SC: I don’t, you see! [TS and MN laughs] If I do that would be, that would be wrong! I mean, it would be 
wrong from... some levels, right? It would be correct in some levels. But that would be just like telling my 
daughter she should do something. But I, I don’t know what’s going to be like. I think that’s… internet 
really changed a lot of our world. Um, maybe twenty, thirty years ago, I can predict, and again… I’m… 
There’s so many people came to me because I “made” it in United States and that—whenever I go back to 
Taiwan, and the people came to me and say, “Oh! Can you give me advice” and this and this, you know? 
Twenty some years ago I could say “Oh, I think you can do this, this, and this and then...” But now I 
can’t! I think the world has changed so much. I cannot predict what’s going to happen the next five years. 
I really don’t know. So right now I feel like I have to do more year by year and then see what’s going on, 
you know? Do you feel that way? 

MN: Sometimes. [MN and SC laugh] Do you um, like how do you engage with internet and media, do 
you use any social media or like news sites? 

SC: I do use Facebook. And the reason why I use Facebook is um, there’s a “message,” right? I mean the, 
I, whenever I go to… I went to Turkey or I went to China—no-, not China, except China,Taiwan, or 
Korea, you know, so, that’s how I can contact people. And that’s how I sort of keep track of my friends’ 
news and stuff, you know. And I want to be a much more international person, you need to know who’s 
doing what. And I have this… um, I started doing a little bit of what you called it’s, um, Instagram, right? 
Yeah, but then I thought, Instagram is like uh, it’s all about pictures. For visual artists, that makes sense, 
you know. You don’t—you could not do a big… articles. But Facebook you actually can, can do article 
there. And I do read so many amazing articles, from Indigenous people’s tribe-, you know, the 
knowledge… and this. And and, I… that’s how I keep track of who is doing what, and I learn uh uh like 
Taiwan’s political, political movements, political... people will riot, these things that, and that’s how I 
learn. So I still… I went back to the Facebook because, that’s how I can, um, still have connection with, 
with uh, even sitting here I can, I know who is doing what, my friends circle, you know. I know you guys 
don’t do Facebook, they said that [MN laughs] based on your email you can tell that uh, which generation 
you are. [MN and SC laugh] Or which social media, you know, which one. You know, like uh Facebook 
is like uh, old [All laugh]. 

TS: Um, do you think there are a lot of people in your field who are kind of trying to do what you’re 
doing, combining different styles together? Or do you think you’re kind of... 

SC: I, I think there is some. I don’t think there’s a lot. Um, there, the people, I’m not the first person for 
sure. I mean, there are more people in United States… uh, Chinese composers, um, Chen Yi, Zhou 
Long… Chen Yi. There, there are few people. Um… fewer in Europe, I think. But still, we y-, in the… in 
the bigger picture, there’s still not enough people. Not enough people doing that. Just like, I would uh… 
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when I see the uh musicol-, my theory is people who are ethnomusicology or uh, you know, like the— 
who’s interested in doing music history or theory, I always encourage them to do… especially if they’re 
Asian, like, related to their background. I, telling me you’re study, she or he is studying, Pansori, Korean 
Pansori. It’s so much more, there’s so much more interesting and important, according to me, than to do 
another project on Brahms. There’s so many people doing Brahms for centuries! I mean Brahms is 
amazing composer, but there’s so fewer people to do Pansori or Indigenous peoples’ music and all these 
things, right? And we desperately need these people to do that. Because I’m a composer, I’m not doing 
that. Right, if you, if you can do those studies, it helps me! It help me to—to just stand on these people’s 
shoulders. Ok, take your ideas, or take your material, your research, I can go further to do what… you 
know, expanding to new future or idea. But if I have to be the person also do all that, there’s no way, 
right? So, in the scheme, grand scheme of, you know, it’s just, just so little, so few people doing this, still, 
um, in terms of the Western canon, you know, of the study and research. So um, but—and yet we can, 
that’s why I try to connect these very little few dots. Um, I gave a lecture once in Thailand… so connect 
the dots. We have very little power, but connect together and we become much more powerful. We need 
to, we can, um, feed each other, uh help each other, um, to push this idea of the 21st century that Asian 
culture, Asian music, or Asian identity, identity is not, um, not interesting, not important. It’s at least 
interesting, as important, as interesting as the Western culture. And um, yeah. 

And that’s why I offer this course. So it gives me a, a continuity, a task, uh, to do. Each year, uh, I have to 
invite at least two people—two groups, uh, to come each year. And this year, I’m gonna… there’s one 
project that’s really interesting. Um, I’m gonna invite uh, a colleague of mine, her name is Nancy Rao. 
She just had published a book about Asian, uh…Chinatown… Chinese opera in Chinatown in the North 
America, right? Wow, I didn’t even know, I mean I, I know, but these people… diaspora, right? [TS and 
MN: Mhm.] They are, they maybe Cultural Revolution or I don’t know, whatever, they come to this 
country. But… Burmese… right? You know they have a kind of—political situation. But they are forced 
to go to Chinatown because they don’t speak the language. They are forced to do very very poor paid job 
and they cannot even perform. So sometimes, if they have this club, right, the Chinese club that, that uh, 
maybe entertainment or uh maybe just getting them a little bit more outlet of to go, to think about who 
they really are, right? They are trained musicians, court musicians… all like for, for centuries, uh, from 
the tradition. 

So she— Nancy Rao, she wrote and spoke on that. So I… I’m inviting her to give a talk on that. And I’m 
gonna assign my students several tasks to do, interview these people and then to um have some kind of 
performance project from them. Uh like give uh, do some research about that. And just by doing that, to 
understanding, rather than me doing it. In the past, I, the first time I was the one contacting these people 
and doing some kind of little background what is the Chinese opera, what’s the Taiwanese opera, and 
doing this and this. But one day I was like, it’s like education, you need to tell people what it is. 
Otherwise they will not know what it is, right? So I was the one doing all that program. But this time, I’m 
going to ask my students. They will be the ones going to talk to these people, and invite them to this 
concert to, to do this. Um, so I find that very exciting for me to do something interesting, and empowering 
my students to do, to go out to the community. Rather than like you know, we are so separated, I mean 
there is ivory tower, yeah. 

MN: Do you find yourself spending time in like different places in Houston or exploring the city, or do 
you have any favorite places to go with your family or friends? 
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SC: I, I don’t spend too much… [SC and MN laugh] My—my environment is the Shepherd School. I 
don’t even go to… [MN laughs] I don’t even go to the rest of the University [MN laughs]. It’s really bad, 
I don’t know a lot of my, my colleagues in the University level. And as— when uh… the community… 
and work on a committee together at all —it’s just really bad. [MN laughs] Because a lot times I—I—I 
travel; I perform. Like I just got back and then… [MN: Mhm.] I’m going to Europe and then going to 
Asia, I’m going to Taiwan or China twice next September, you know. Um also, and then I have a 
daughter, right? [laughs] So I do not—and other than Chinatown, which I go once a week maybe, [MN: 
Mhm.] maybe sometimes less than once a week, um, I don’t—I don’t go out enough, um, to do that. I 
wish I…I should, I should! [MN laughs] For example, you know like, when I arrived here, uh, 2000, the 
year 2000, and I thought Houston is not very pretty. Not a very pretty city. And I say, I bet Mexico is 
amazing. I bet that’s a beautiful city, and a really rich culture, right? I’m gonna go there soon as I can. But 
I didn’t, I still haven’t gone. [All laugh] I still haven’t gone— 

MN: [laughs] But you’ve been so many other places [laughs] 

SC: Yeah. Isn’t that crazy? I still have not been to Mexico. Yeah, that’s terrible! [MN and TS laugh] 
And, this is what I learn from my: one of my students who she… Claire Li, she was— she took my Asian 
course two years ago, 2016. I visited her, we—we connected in New York City. And she said to me she’s 
going to… the next day… she’s going to uh, to Mexico. I said “Oh that’s so cool!” She said “Yeah, all the 
artists are going to Mexico City.” and you know, like that. I said “oh really?” I said “Don’t you go to uh 
like New Mexico?” these like, “there is a tradition of arts community go there? “She said “No, you don’t 
go to New Mexico, you go to real Mexico [TS laughs]. You don’t go to Chinatown, you go to Shanghai, 
you go to real city!” I was like “Oh my god!” [All laugh] You see? I learn so much from my students! 
You go directly to the source. Why you gonna go to the secondary, right? I mean, that’s a different thing, 
of course. But our idea, the past idea is no longer, no more, no longer useful, right? 

So another thing as I teaching, I feel like I’ve been teaching here the same course for a long time, 
especially I teach modern music. And so, year after year, I mean the knowledge part is not the difficult 
part, but it’s encounter with different students that is the most interesting and challenging part. Because 
each year, everybody’s different, right? And funny thing is, progressively, since past five years, or 
something… seven years? Um, there are more Asian students in the Shepherd School. So the same course 
I taught in 2000 or 2003, it… there very… there not as many Asian students. 

Um, and so I… one day I totally… in the—in the same class, uh… nobody was talking. While before, I 
could not tell people to shut up. I…because I like people to talk, right? And that’s more interesting. I 
could not… people were just like… just, you know, left and right, you know, I couldn’t tell people to shut 
up. But that year, all the sudden, it was so quiet. I was like, what’s going on? And I… it was by the end of 
the semester, I realized I have more than half of Asian students in this class. And Asian students, they 
don’t talk. They do not want to say anything, you know. So I—I need to readapt myself, you know, how 
do you… draw these Asian students’ opinion, how do you make them talk, you know? And so I have to… 
I just have to ask them a question, and they have to talk. [All laugh.] So the teaching is…, it’s—it’s fun. 
Like… you have to readapt yourself all the time. [MN: Mhm.] 

TS: Um, I kind of wanted to ask what did you think is an accomplishment you’ve made in your career 
that you’re most proud of? 
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SC: Hmmm, in what way? 

TS: Or just like in life in general, maybe. Like something that you’re very very proud of. 

SC: Life in general… yeah, I think would be, um… having an open mind. Open-minded… philosophy. 
And, and a more unified complete person. Um, and more open, open-minded philosophy meaning I need 
to learn from different situations, different people, and not assuming this is gonna be the same as last 
year. A more unified person like I’m not just a composer. I’m a person, I’m a mother, I am international, I 
am exploring different things all the time. And I think I’m including… mm, you know, I was thinking of 
if you asked me like five years ago, ten years ago, I would say having a daughter, that’s my most amazing 
thing. Yes, but that’s also a part of me. [MN: Mhm.] Now I can feel my daughter is becoming… an 
individual person. You know, I need to respect that. So it’s not like she’s mine. [All laugh] So, that 
becoming a little bit… complete… self, rather than just separating self. And I think that’s one of my most 
proud accomplishment. If you wanna say. Is that accomplishment? [MN: Yes] [All laugh] I don’t see that 
as accomplishment but—but that’s… well it is… experience, I guess. When you get older that’s 
how…that’s how you figure out who you want to be, you know, and what…what can you do to become 
that person. 

MN: ‘Cause I was thinking of asking, like what are you most grateful for, but I feel like—is that maybe 
the same answer? 

SC: Uh, grateful? Yeah, for the opportunities, continue to grow. [MN: Mhm.] Yeah. And I want to grow, 
I want to learn more things, even when I’m eighty, okay? [MN: Yeah.] [laughs] I hope! You know it’s not 
easy! Because you …it’s uh… as you get older you become…actually your world become narrower, 
right? You become more fixed, right? And—and it’s—so it’s uh, it’s uh… a gravity. [laughs] It’s a fight. 
It’s, it’s uh… reminding, reminder. And you have to keep, keep that… keep fighting you tendency want 
to be comfort, comfortable, and to be the same. To… to already established, right? And, but—but to fight 
that tendency to back to ground zero, I think that’s…I will be grateful if I can remain that spirit. 

TS: Um, if your great great grandchildren were to watch this in the archive, [SC laughs] would there be 
any wisdom [MN laughs.] that you want to impart to them? Or any stories you’d like to share? 

SC: First of all, I don’t know my daughter will have a daughter. [MN and TS laugh.] I really don’t know! 
Would you? [MN: Uh.] But if, um… no, I don’t know. I—I think she should, he or she should draw their 
own, their own conclusion and their um value, um… to remake, to—to make, not remake, to make their 
world. [MN: Mhm.] Not according to mine… [MN and TS laugh.] 

SC: What time is it? 

MN: It’s uh, it’s 2:48. Do you have anything else that you… [laughs] 

SC: [laughs] No, no, do you have anything to ask? 

TS: Um… 

MN: I was, I’m kind of wondering like, um, I feel like you’ve already covered this through everything, 
but, like, politically—I know you talked a little about the political situation in Taiwan growing up and 
how you became aware of th- I don’t know when you became aware of that but you also work with— 
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SC: Oh, very early age. [MN: Uh huh.] Very early. I still have nightmares. [MN: Really?] About uh, the 
communists is taking over. [MN: Mmm] And I just running in a loop, I could not get out of that…in that 
circle. [MN: Mhm.] Mhm. Yeah! 

MN: So um, and then moving to the States, I mean, I’ve never really had to experience like, knowing two 
different national political spheres at once, but I’m just curious how you think about that both like as a 
transnational kind of, like, because you think transnationally and you think globally. Do you think of 
politics in the same way as having those, being connected across different nations? 

SC: That’s a very interesting question. [MN laughs] It’s very hard, right? [MN: Yeah.] This is especially 
interesting when I was in Turkey— you know— division in Asia and Europe in one country. [MN: 
Mhm.] Like it’s so artificial, right? Um… I—I don’t know. I mean… I—I—I’m, actually I’m sort of draw 
a blank on that but [MN: Mhm.]… in political re- uh imp… political situation right now? I sort of feel 
like it’s really hard for me to be political [MN: Mhm.]. Because every day I—I feel like a depression 
when I hear [MN: Mhm.] the situation in the world. Not just America, of course, (but also) in Taiwan, 
right? Um, the China is—is… progressively tries to—to shrink Taiwan, you know? And all the whole 
world is all this, this amazing conservative fascism time. Um, and I cannot face that, I feel like. 

And so, I mean that’s sort of interesting. My… I don’t know, strategy, I just naturally you went into this, 
yourself. And say “well, well, what can I do?” [MN: Mhm.] Me, as… an artist or a musician, what can I 
do that would help the situation by not, not necessarily, maybe writing uh theater or something. That, uh, 
maybe that’s one way. But the other thing is we just need to be positive doing things—what we do the 
best, right? That’s what I can do is just be producing something that I know the best. The…all I can do. 
That’s the only way to against this really really stressful situation in—in time. Because there’s, it’s… I 
mean it’s nothing you can do about it. It is so much bigger than you, yourself. Um, and to give up what I 
need to do, to in plument—plunging into something that I cannot do, this seems to be wasting my energy. 

Of course, when it comes to vote, I definitely go to vote. In fact, I want to go back to Taiwan to vote for 
my first time, you know. Um, but, I feel like even during the worst time of the mankind history, the arts, 
or positive things still happening, right? We cannot— that… stopping us, or lose hope, and—and just 
like, be depressed and doing nothing, right? And so, in a way it’s—it’s kind of interesting then, it sort of 
escaping maybe? But maybe it’s—it’s real. [MN: Mhm.] I mean, what can you really do, right?! It’s to 
be—have a positive influence, or like organizing my cause that would be much global feeling, you know. 
Next generation, they understand the cultural, um the—the culture is—it’s fluid. I mean my—my 
American students learning Chinese music. Not because they need to write like a Chinese music, surely 
not. But to understand another culture is by doing it. They not gonna be writing…they not gonna become 
a Chinese composer. That’s not, you know… plus, what is Chinese composer anyway, right?! But by 
doing something that’s positive and by…by connecting a different way and—and then and just hopefully, 
that will become um, a grass-root, you know, maybe uh, make a positive idea, positive energy. Um and— 
and you never know. I mean, maybe my students thr-, thirty years later, they become in the position to do 
something wonderful, positive, right? You never know! You know—but—but if they didn’t have that 
experience now, they wouldn’t—they would think a certain way, right? So, I don’t know if that answer 
your question. [MN: Definitely, Yeah.] Okay! Um, and I—I think that that’s my uh… my way to—to uh, 
to handle this situation now. 
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So not necessary uh… there are different ways, right? [MN: Mhm.] Composing is one way, but offering a 
course, a personal contact with Chinatown, you know? This is… every little bit I think it not necessarily 
maybe helps them, but it helps me. To feel more connected. It helps me to feel like I’m doing something, 
it’s not so helpless, hopeless, right! And—and—and sometimes the positive energy feeds you as a person 
and as musician. That when I see my student come back to me and say “oh my god, that was amazing, 
that was so great, I was so thankful to that—” when, when …that was so rewarding for me to feel that I’m 
open another door and understanding what can be to them. An ex…an experience. It’s not… it’s only a 
beginning, you know. That’s already, uh, it helps me to think I’m doing okay! [laughs] 

MN: I can’t think of anything else but— 

SC: Wow, I think we talked a lot already. 

MN: [laughs] Yes! 

TS: Yes, uh thank you so much for your time. 

SC: Yeah, hopefully I answered all your questions, and please edit it. [All laugh] 

[Interview ends] 
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